2nd Grade Supply List (2020-2021) for:
(Bose, Rodriguez & 2nd grade teacher)

Below is a list of supplies your child will need to begin the school year in 2nd grade for Bose, Rodriguez, and new 2nd grade teacher classes:

**Distance Learning Supplies: (for September):**
- Pencils
- Pencil Sharpener
- 2 composition notebooks
- Whiteboard (Dollar Tree)
- Dry Erase Marker

**Hybrid Supplies (when we return to school): THESE SUPPLIES WILL NOT BE SHARED!**
- 1 - Set of Headphones (Your child **MUST** have their own headphones for laptop and desktop use)
- 2 - 1 inch binder (with **clear plastic view on front**)
- 2 - Composition notebooks
- 1 - Large box of pencils (to be replaced when needed)
- 4 - Black dry-erase markers - fine point
- 1 - **Plastic** two pocket folder (no holes or metal bindings)
- 1 - Eraser Caps - package
- 4 - Glue sticks
- 4 - Highlighters
- 2 - Post-It Notes
- 1 - Box of crayons (24 count)
- 1 - Package of colored pencils
- Tissue packets that your child can keep in their desk
- 1 - Large canister of disinfectant wipes
- 1 - small bottle of hand sanitizer your child can keep in their desk

**Mrs. Negron-Kaiser's and Mrs. Kirk's**

Below is a list of supplies your child will need to begin the school year in Mrs. Negron-Kaiser's and Mrs. Kirk:

1 - Set of Headphones (Your child **MUST** have their own headphones for laptop and desktop use)
2 - 1 inch binders (with **clear plastic view on front for each**)
4 - Composition notebooks
1 - Large box of pencils (to be replaced when needed)
4 - Black dry-erase markers - fine point
1 - Eraser Caps - package
4 - Glue sticks
4 - Highlighters
2 - Post-It Notes
1 - Box of crayons (24 count)
1 - Package of colored pencils
2 - Boxes of tissues
2 - Large canisters of disinfectant wipes
1 - Bottle of hand sanitizer